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ABC SPOT ME!
INSTRUCTIONS
OBJECT OF THE GAME
• Collect the most tiles by being the first to spot an icon tile that starts with the letter on the card.

SETUP
• Mix up the icon tiles and spread them out faceup so all players can see and reach them equally.

• Shuffle the alphabet cards and place the deck facedown within reach of all players.

GAMEPLAY
• The youngest player goes first, flipping over the top card in the deck and quickly placing it down faceup next to the deck so all 

players can see it.

• All players then race to spot a tile featuring an icon that begins with the letter shown on the flipped card. 

• When a player spots a tile, they must be the first to touch it and then shout out the word that begins with the letter. If they do 
so correctly, they collect the tile. If they touch an incorrect tile, they lose one of their collected tiles. Set this tile aside from the 
gameplay. If the player has not yet collected any tiles, the turn is over and gameplay continues to the left with the next player 
flipping over a card.

• Once all the cards in the deck have been flipped over, players count the number of tiles they have collected. The player with the 
most tiles wins!

NOTES
• Players can decide together on “house rules” at the start of the game to determine if a word would correctly describe an icon. For 

example, can you say a color shown on the tile? What about a shape or other details such as stripes? 

ALTERNATE GAMEPLAY
• Deal 6 alphabet cards to each player. Players then race to spot and collect icon tiles that begin with the 6 letters shown on their 

cards. The player who does so first wins!


